Catalan's constant and the lemniscate constants have been important mathematical constants of interest to the mathematical society, yet various properties are unknown. An important property of significant mathematical constants is whether they are normal numbers. This paper evaluates the normality of decimal and hexadecimal representations of current world record computations of digits for the Catalan's constant (600,000,000,100 decimal digits and 498,289,214,317 hexadecimal digits) and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 (600,000,000,000 decimal digits and 498,289,214,234 hexadecimal digits). All analyzed frequencies have been found to be persistent to the conjecture of Catalan's constant and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 being a normal number in bases 10 and 16.
Introduction
A normal number at a base of b ∈ Z >0 is a real number such that each of the b digits is distributed in the equal natural density of 1 b . Similarly, for a length n ∈ Z >0 , all b n digit combinations in base b have the same natural density of b −n , thus being equally likely in occurrence. This implies that no digit or combination of digits occur frequently than others. Very little computable mathematical constants have been proved as normal, although the mathematical society widely assumes that computable mathematical constants such as π, e, and √ 2 are normal.
Catalan's constant and the lemniscate constants have been crucial in the development of mathematics by themselves and their computation methods, and further related discoveries implicate even greater insight. Catalan's constant G is defined as G = β(2) = ∞ n=0 (−1) n (2n+1) 2 , and whether it is transcendental or even irrational remains an open question in mathematics [1] . The arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 is defined as
The lemniscate constant is defined as L = s 2 = 1 0 dt √ 1−t 4 and has been proven as a transcendental number [2, 3] . The values L 1 = L 2 and L 2 = 1 2G , where G is Gauss's constant, are sometimes respectively referred to as the first and second lemniscate constants, both values also proven as transcendental [2, 3] .
Catalan's constant, the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1, and all lemniscate constants are unknown if it is a normal number. Currently, one of the only plausible methods to approximately verify sequences or irrational numbers are normal is to perform statistical analysis on a large sample of the sequence or number. Because of this, new world records of computed mathematical constants are used for checking statistical consistency for the normality of many important mathematical constants. Trueb [4] has performed an analysis of digit combinations from length one to three on the first π e trillion digits of π and has verified that the variance of the frequencies overall complies with the expected variance. New world record calculations for the Catalan's constant (600,000,000,100 decimal digits and 498,289,214,317 hexadecimal digits) and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 (600,000,000,000 decimal digits and 498,289,214,234 hexadecimal digits) as of July 2019 have recently been calculated and verified using the y-cruncher program [5, 6, 7] . The This study attempts to expand the insight of these two important mathematical constants on the conjecture of the Catalan's constant and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 by statistically analyzing the calculated world record digit computation results [6, 7] .
Results
Analysis of digits was done using a custom-coded Python 3 script, speed optimized using the Portable PyPy3.6 v7.1.1 JIT compiler [8] on CentOS 7.4 using an Intel Xeon (Skylake Purley) CPU. The Python script was coded so that the integrity of arbitrary length digit combinations are ensured if single digit counts are correct, and the single-digit counts were initially cross-checked for verification using the Digit Viewer application of y-cruncher [5] . Statistical analysis and visualization were done using a modified version of the method and code used in Trueb [4] using the CERN ROOT Toolkit [9] Release 5.34/38, compiled using GCC version 7.4.0 on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS using a KVM virtual machine with an Intel Xeon (Haswell) CPU. Source code used for data analysis was based on the ANSI C99 standard of the C language.
Digit occurrences from length one to three were counted starting from the decimal point. The decimal and hexadecimal expressions of the Catalan's constant and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 were respectively used for the analysis of digit occurrences. The computation results for Catalan's constant had 600,000,000,100 decimal digits and 498,289,214,317 hexadecimal digits for each base expression after the decimal point, and the computation results for the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 had 600,000,000,000 decimal digits and 498,289,214,234 hexadecimal digits for each base expression after the decimal point. The expected variance of the frequencies and the expected error of the variance has been calculated by assuming the frequencies followed a binomial distribution around the limiting frequency of b −k [4] . Accessory regions were plotted with color red representing the region within one standard deviation and color blue representing the region between one and two standard deviations [4] . Table 1 lists the predicted and actual variances for the frequency distributions of Catalan's constant. Table 2 lists the predicted and actual variances for the frequency distributions of the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1. 
Discussion
The frequencies of sequences from length 1 to 3 for both decimal and hexadecimal representations in both Catalan's constant and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 overall coincide to the expected distribution. The distribution of frequencies for Catalan's constant has a maximum deviation of 1.232 standard deviations (absolute value) for the decimal representation, and 1.349 standard deviations (absolute value) for the hexadecimal representation. The distribution of frequencies for the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 has a maximum deviation of 1.798 standard deviations (absolute value) for the decimal representation, and 1.080 standard deviations (absolute value) for the hexadecimal representation.
These results for a very large sample data of around 600 billion digits of both Catalan's constant and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 are statistically persistent to the conjecture of Catalan's constant and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 being a normal number in bases 10 and 16.
In this study, it has been possible to make a statistical assumption of whether Catalan's constant and the arc length of a lemniscate with a = 1 is a normal number. Further approaches based on the methods used in this study can enable the mathematical society to gain evidence on the normality of a large range of computable mathematical constants of interest.
